
How Structural Panels Inc. 
Increased Sales by 86% In 
Two Years Using Canopy 
Media Marketing Services

“We’ve increased sales, started a 
staff bonus program, hired more 
staff, and taken on a partnership. 
I’m fairly certain we wouldn’t be 
doing as well as we are now 
without Canopy Media.  
They’ve done a lot for us.”

LEE ROGERS, 
Co-Owner & Business Development 
Manager, Structural Panels Inc 

Case Study
81%  

INCREASE IN 
WEBSITE TRAFFIC 

204%  
INCREASE IN 
WEBSITE LEADS

50-70%  

INCREASE IN 
ONLINE VISIBILITY
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Structural Panels Inc. (SPI) is an 
all-Canadian manufacturer of  
high-quality, steel-skinned 
structural building panels.  
SPI is family-owned and has 
been in operation since 1986. 

Highlights
CHALLENGES

• Lack of online visibility

• Outdated website 

• Over-dependence on trade 
shows and repeat customers 

• Capturing new markets

• A non-performing marketing team 

SOLUTION

• Website redesign

• Website optimization

• SEO program

• Google Ads strategy, 
copywriting and management 

• World-class team that’s honest, 
proactive, and kind

RESULTS

• Canopy Media helped SPI 
generate:

• 81% increase in website traffic

• 204% increase in website leads

• 50-70% increase in keyword 
visibility

• 86% increase in sales 

• 3491% marketing ROI

• Penetrating new markets 

• Attracting high-quality leads 

Challenges
Creating Online Visibility and  
Capturing New Markets  

When Lee Rogers, the co-owner and business 
development manager at Structural Panels Inc (SPI), 
joined the family business in 2013, the company 
depended on trade shows, cold calls,  
and referrals as its main source of leads. 

Because of his previous experience at an online 
conglomerate, Lee knew that modern buyers preferred 
to do their own research about a product on the 
internet before buying it. 

However, SPI’s website was stuck in the 20th 
Century. To make matters worse, the website didn’t 
give useful information about SPI and the products it 
manufactured. 

Lee had also noticed that trade shows were not as 
lucrative as they used to be when his father started the 
company in 1986. Yes, people liked SPI’s products but 
they were often not ready to buy. 

“We had a landing page with our phone number, 
a couple of memes, and a click-through link to 
send an email. It was a fairly primitive website. 
After a little bit of time here, I realized that it 
wasn’t meeting our needs anymore,” Lee recalls. 

“We were catching people at the wrong time, we 
were either way too early or way too late by the 
time we were at the trade show,” says Lee. 
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With some of the repeat customers that SPI relied on churning naturally, Lee realized that things had 
to change. He had to find a way of getting SPI’s name in front of the right people at the right time and 
capture the clients who were searching for insulated or fire-rated panels online. 

SPI had someone who was in charge of marketing but they were not proactive and they didn’t drive 
any change. “I never saw any reports on anything, I was never in a meeting about anything, there 
was no SEO optimization and there was no marketing,” explains Lee. 

Lee needed a competent, proactive, results-driven, and trustworthy marketing team to improve SPI’s 
online visibility. Fortunately, Lee knew Kai Hulshof at Canopy Media and he asked Kai  
to help SPI. 

“We wanted to make our company and our 
products as visible and as Googleable as 

humanly possible. We wanted to turn the tide 
so that customers would find us instantly rather 

than finding us too early or too late.”

“We wanted to make our company and our products as visible and as Googleable as 
humanly possible. We wanted to turn the tide so that customers would find us instantly 
rather than finding us too early or too late,” Lee states.
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Solution
Custom SEO and Google Ads Strategy for Increased Online Visibility 

Once Lee reached out to Canopy Media, Kai went to SPI for a physical site visit. He wanted to 
create a custom solution that would evolve to fit SPI’s needs as it grew. 

Website Optimization 
Canopy Media’s first order of business was optimizing SPI’s website and bringing 
it into the 21st century. 

Search Engine Optimization (SEO) 
Next, Canopy Media helped SPI increase its online visibility using the blog for short and long-
tail search queries. The strategy was to help SPI rank on page 1 of Google for as many relevant 
keyword searches as possible and outrank bigger competitors who didn’t have the same level of 
marketing focus on their SEO. 

A key aspect of this strategy was keyword optimization especially because there was a difference 
between how SPI referred to its products internally and how customers referred to them. 

During the cannabis boom, Canopy Media helped SPI target cannabis-related keywords  
so that it could capitalize on that emerging market. 

“Canopy Media overhauled the website and made it more modern, interactive,  
and user-friendly,” Lee reports. 

“One of the tactics was exploring the language behind what we do, both internally and 
externally. Kai and his team have been very helpful in making sure that the language we 
use is the language that customers are using,” says Lee. 

“Kai wanted to get a basic understanding of what we manufacture, who our market is, 
and see if Canopy Media would be a good fit for us. They’ve always maintained and 
demonstrated that they don’t want to squander people’s time and money,” Lee says. 
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“Because SPI panels are used in building 
cannabis production facilities, Canopy Media 
made sure that we had cannabis-related blog 
posts and events to help cannabis producers 

find us.”

Paid Ads  
Canopy Media used Google Ads to deliver high-quality leads via phone calls and emails at a 
profitable cost-per-lead. In order to create the best performing search ads campaign, Canopy Media 
did an intensive copywriting exercise to nail SPI’s value proposition. They focused on SPI’s ability to 
pick up the phone and fulfill orders faster than its competitors. 

Lee is grateful that Canopy Media ensures that SPI gets a good return on investment and a low  
cost per lead for its search ads. 

Lee is impressed by how competent, proactive, and communicative the Canopy Media team is. 

“Because SPI panels are used in building cannabis production facilities, Canopy Media 
made sure that we had cannabis-related blog posts and events to help cannabis producers 
find us,” Lee states. 

 “Canopy Media is very clear that if we don’t see results from a campaign, they’ll stop it. 
They’re not going to leave the meter running or keep billing for non-performing campaigns,” 
he says. 

“The Canopy Media team has a lot of really good ideas. They understand how people shop 
and they’re committed to our success. They’re very helpful, present, communicative, and 
easy to deal with,” he states. 
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“75% of our leads come from the internet now. Before working with Canopy Media, 75% 
came from word of mouth and tradeshows, so we’ve reversed it. The website had very 
 little impact 20 years ago and now it’s the reverse,” he reports.

Results 
86% Increase in Sales Within Two Years 
SPI is thriving thanks to its partnership with Canopy Media. It has increased its online visibility  
and captured leads in new markets without changing its business model. 

Canopy Media’s SEO and Google Ads campaigns have been a roaring success. SPI has seen an 81% 
increase in website traffic and a 204% increase in website leads. Plus SPI has 50-70% visibility online for 
critical keywords while many competitors have as little as 3%. 

Lee has achieved his goal of turning the tide and having customers come to SPI instead  
of chasing them. 

This increased visibility has helped SPI capture new customers in the cannabis, food production, and 
hydroelectric sectors. 

The best part is that Canopy Media has helped SPI attract high-quality leads that convert into paying 
customers. “SPI’s sales team reports that they are high-quality leads that turn into lucrative orders,” 
Lee says. 

SPI has seen an 86% increase in sales within two years of working with Canopy Media. This is no mean 
feat considering that SPI’s sales had been holding steady for decades before it started working with Canopy 
Media.Lee shudders when he thinks about where SPI would be without increasing its online visibility. 

SPI has achieved 3491% marketing ROI and Lee has been able to maintain and grow his father’s legacy. 

“I’m 100% confident that we wouldn’t be able to survive on trade shows alone. I don’t 
know where we’d be without the work we’re doing with Canopy Media because with the 
pandemic people don’t want face to face meetings or office visits. Going online has really 
saved our sales process,” he says. 

“We’ve increased sales, started a staff bonus program, hired more staff, and taken on a 
partnership. I’m fairly certain we wouldn’t be doing as well as we are now without Canopy 
Media. They’ve done a lot for us,” Lee concludes. 



Digital Marketing  
That Works!

Reach out to us to see how Canopy Media  
can help you grow your business through 

 proven digital marketing.

Book an Introductory Call

https://canopymedia.ca/introductory-call/
https://canopymedia.ca/contact/

